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Sleeping in the best bed 
changes everything.

How well do you sleep?

investing in a Hästens bed is unlike any other 

bed purchase you will make in your life. it is an 

investment in yourself. We believe that the luxury 

of perfect sleep is actually a necessity and a way 

of life. You may be unaware while you sleep, but 

the results are obvious. sleeping in the bed that is 

best for you, handmade and all-natural, changes 

everything. and we know it will change you as well. 

Welcome to the community of the well rested.
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Your sleep
is our

passion.
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best sleeP    •

Do you know that there is something better than what most people 

around the world know as ”sleep”? Most humans on this earth have 

never even imagined the kind of sleep that we know is possible in 

a handcrafted Hästens bed, made of the finest natural materials.  

While virtually all bed companies claim comfort, regardless of 

quality, your body cannot be fooled. Hästens envelops you in a 

level of comfort that not only calms the mind and soul, but also 

ignites the senses. Come discover how it feels to sleep for real.

Best Sleep
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Some things can be measured, while other things can’t. Anything 

that can be measured and tested in a Hästens bed is measured and 

tested: the quality, the durability, how environmentally-friendly it 

is, whether it has any harmful substances in it, etc. But one thing 

that can’t be measured is the feeling of getting into bed each even-

ing and being tucked in by friendly, caring hands. That feeling 

can only be experienced. It’s part of the secret behind the art of  

sleeping. A secret known by those who have discovered the magic  

of Hästens. There is a new world waiting for you. The world of 

Hästens ownership is a personal luxury... For the rest of your life. 

Best Bed
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“We want to make
the world a better place 
where you can sleep in 

the best bed for the
rest of your life”

– Jan Ryde
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Thanks to
natural materials,
all Hästens beds

breathe.
Just like you.
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Natural

natural    •

At Hästens we believe that quality and sustainability go hand in 

hand and real luxury is created working with renewable resources 

and with all-natural materials. That is why we use only the finest 

pure flax, wool and cotton, the highest quality pine from Sweden, 

and genuine, hypoallergenic horsehair to create our beds. Pure na-

ture for your ability to fall asleep quickly. Pure nature to provide 

you with the best and deepest sleep. Pure nature for the world we 

leave to our children.
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In a world of mass-produced beds, Hästens stands alone in its belief 

that there is only one way to create a true masterpiece – by hand. 

Every Hästens bed is built with pride and care by a team of skilled 

craftsmen in our historic facility in Köping, Sweden and made  

individually to meet your personal wishes. It’s the way we’ve done 

it for more than 160 years, and it’s a philosophy that has been hand-

ed down for five generations in the same family. The difference is 

not merely something you can see, but something you feel, night 

after night after night.

Handmade
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There is only
one way to create
a true masterpiece

– by hand.
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•    choosIng a bed

Choosing a bed is easy
Choosing a bed requires a trip to the showroom where you can test all the Hästens models. 
We usually say that the right bed is the one that you don’t notice when you lay in it. 
You should not even be aware of the bed. You should only notice how comfortable you are.

Try all of the Hästens models in the various levels of firmness 
and you will find the best bed for you. The different models exist 
in order to provide for every individual’s needs and wishes. We 
offer the best beds in a complete range of price points and 
features to ensure the best sleep. You should relax on the beds 
and let your body choose which bed is right for you.

size does matter

The best bed is the one you feel more rested in after sleeping. 
in this context, the size of the bed may be more important than 
you imagine. The bed needs to be large enough to allow you to 
stretch out and turn over freely. 

soft, medium, firm or extra firm?

if you feel that a bed you are trying is too soft or too firm then it 
is definitely the wrong bed for you. How does it feel? if you feel 
like you are sinking into the bed, it is too soft. if you don’t sink 
in at all and just lie on top, then the bed is too firm. The right 
bed is one you lie in, not one you lie on top of or sink right in 
to. The right bed is comfortable and gives you the support you 
need to get proper rest. This is the bed in which you’ll wake up 
refreshed and rejuvenated.

to choose the right bed, please 
follow these four simple steps:

1. Always start by consulting a qualified  
  sales person in the store. They are 
  educated to help you find the right bed by  
  asking you questions and looking at your  
  sleeping position.

2.  take your time. you will need at least 
  30 minutes to try the different beds.  
  Lie down in your normal sleeping 
  position and just relax.

3.  Always compare two different firmnesses  
  of the same bed model before making  
  your final choice.

4.  If you are still unsure, choose the slightly  
  firmer bed.
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choosIng a bed    •

Our bed models
We have divided up our Hästens beds into three different categories. 

Think about what you need from a bed. Then read through the different categories. 

Visit one of our stores to try the beds and speak with our helpful associate.

Hästens frame beds
Hästens frame beds consist of a thick spring bed 
and a top mattress on top for surface softness. 
choose between superia ii, Excel ii and marquis. 

Hästens ContinentaL beds
Vividus, 2000T ii, Proferia, auroria and Luxuria 
are Hästens’ continental-style beds. in other 
words, first a thick spring bottom section, then a 
thick, sprung mattress, and on top, a top mattress 
for perfect sleeping comfort.

Hästens adjustabLe beds
Hästens adjustable beds are developed from 
Hästens continental beds. comfortable and 
versatile – for waking moments, relaxing rest as 
well as deep sleep. choose between Lenoria 
and comfortable ii. 

13
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contInental beds    •

Hästens’ continental beds have been improving year after 
year for generations. They are even more superior, more 
comfortable, and built with even more craftsmanship 
than ever before. 

To create the new generation of continental beds, we have 
gone back to our roots and built upon our master crafts-
manship and expertise even more. Our product develop-
ers have used our rich knowledge to build extraordinary 
beds. The unique layering calls for great skill. Our expe-
rienced craftsmen invest their time and passion as they 
assemble the layers by hand with the utmost attention. 

Research resulted in a unique method of layering the 
natural materials. The continental beds have more 
layers of horsehair, cotton and wool than ever before, and 
unlike earlier continental beds, we have divided the 

horsehair into more and thinner layers with membranes 
of cotton and wool in between. 

This is a superior technique that gives you more support 
and increased surface softness and pliability and gives the 
bed a supremely luxurious feel. 

Think about how great you feel when you finally get a 
good night’s sleep. You look better, feel great, and want 
to tell everyone. This feeling is the passion that drives us, 
and is why we continue to develop and handcraft luxury 
beds made of the finest natural materials. This is true, 
natural, deep sleep.

ContinentaL beds
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You spend about 25 years of your life sleeping. Imagine that! At 
Hästens, we have invested 160 years in those seven or eight hours 
that you sleep every night – and if you want to make the most of 
that time, then Hästens 2000T II is certainly a good choice.

With its exquisite detail and unique design, Hästens 2000T II is 
one of our most exclusive beds. It’s what dreams are made of; 
built entirely by hand, using only the highest quality all-natural 
materials.

For Hästens 2000T II, we developed a unique layering method with 
the finest horsehair, cotton and wool. The result is a truly superior 
bed with increased surface softness and pliability – perfect for 
anyone dreaming of the ultimate sleeping experience.
  
Not just one, but two, patented spring systems, working in 
conjunction with an underlying Bonell spring system, makes 
Hästens 2000T II extremely pliable and comfortable. The springs 
are mounted one by one, each of them in its own fabric pocket – so 
that when they’re pressed down they move independently. And 
the result? The most comfortable sleep you could ever imagine. 

As previously mentioned, Hästens 2000T II is built entirely by 
hand. In fact, if you want to ensure the absolute highest quality, 
there’s really no other way. Even the mattress is sewn by hand, and 
all materials are bound at precisely the right place, giving you the 
same great comfort from edge to edge.

After a careful quality control inspection, your personal name 
plaque is attached to the bottom section of your Hästens 2000T II. 
So there’s no question – this bed is for you. 

Because at Hästens we know that you’ve earned a good night’s 
sleep.

2000T II
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MILJÖMÄRKT

331 013

Färg
Europaskalan
100%gul
90% cyan

Hästens 2000T II

size  Hästens 2000T II is available in standard sizes according 
to the table. For sizes up to 210 wide and/or 220 long, the price is 
calculated based on the nearest size + 20%. For sizes in excess 
of this, contact your local retailer for a quote. Divided lower 
sections are available from size 150 cm. Use Hästens VIP fittings 
to hold two beds together as one.

firmness  You can order your Hästens 2000T II with soft, 
medium, firm or extra firm springs. Supplement for different 
levels of firmness in each half of the bed. Applies to widths 
of 160 cm and upwards. Please note that 160 cm beds with dif-

ferent levels of firmness on each side of the bed may appear  
narrower on the soft side.

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens 2000T II (inc. 
standard 9 cm legs) is 69 cm, inc. BV 73 cm, inc. BJ 76 cm and inc. 
BJX or BJX Luxury 76 cm.

warranty   25 year written warranty against spring and 
frame breakage from delivery date.

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool 
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)

reVersibLe sPring 

mattress

8. Bolster fabric, partly upholstered in 
 cotton stretch fabric
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool
12. Genuine horsehair
13. cotton/wool
14.  Patented spring system, 18 cm high 

with reinforced corner springs and 
flax corner padding

15. cotton/wool
16. Genuine horsehair
17. cotton/wool
18. Genuine horsehair
19. cotton/wool
20. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)

base

21. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)
22. cotton/wool
23. Genuine horsehair
24. cotton/wool 
25.  Patented spring system, 8 cm high 

with reinforced corner springs and 
flax corner padding

26. Flax
27. Bonell spiral system, 13 cm high
28. Flax
29.  16.8 cm high, strengthened wood 

frame of solid pine. cotton lining 
which prevents dust from enter-
ing the bed from below and makes 
the underside of the bed easy 
to vacuum. Personally engraved 
plaque. corner fittings in aluminium

18 •    2000t II



Hästens 2000T II

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement for different levels of 
firmness in each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. 

reversible mattress

reversible mattress

reversible mattress

192000T II    •

uk 3 ft 4,6 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Hästens 2000t ii + bV

Hästens 2000t ii + bj

Hästens 2000t ii + bjx

2000t ii + bjx Luxury

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203/91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

Hästens 2000t ii + bV

Hästens 2000t ii + bj

Hästens 2000t ii + bjx

2000t ii + bjx Luxury

80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

2000t ii + bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

2000t ii + bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

2000t ii + bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

2000t ii + bjx Luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm



Hästens Proferia is an all-new, all-natural addition to Hästens’ 
line of continental beds. If the best imaginable sleeping comfort 
is what you’re after – well, then most likely this is the bed for you. 

Hästens Proferia, like all Hästens beds, is built by hand by highly 
skilled craftsmen. All assembly is done manually, ensuring the 
highest quality, and the mattress is sewn entirely by hand.

With Hästens Proferia, we have taken the best of the base techni-
ques from the 2000T II, such as the double spring system. This is 
one of the features that gives you that deep sense of comfort, with 
its excellent softness, pliability and long lifespan. 

We also use a unique layering method, where we divide the 
horsehair into several thin layers, with membranes of cotton or 
wool placed in between. This allows the springy horsehair greater 
room to move, providing maximum comfort.

What about the mattress then? With its patented pocket spring sys-
tem, combined with no less than ten layers of cotton and wool (the 
highest standard available today) it is nothing but pure pleasure. 
In addition, the mattress is stitched – by hand – around the sides 
for an even greater stability and comfort, and on top of it the name 
and firmness of the bed is beautifully embroidered. So, as you can 
see, Hästens Proferia is all that anyone could ever ask for. Or more.

In fact, there’s even an exclusive round version available – allow-
ing you to sleep circles around just any other bed. Imagine that.

Proferia
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Hästens Proferia

sizes  Hästens Proferia is available in standard sizes accor-
ding to the table. For sizes up to 210 wide and/or 220 long, the 
price is calculated based on the nearest size + 20%. For sizes in 
excess of this, contact your local retailer for a quote. Divided 
lower sections are available from size 150 cm. Use Hästens VIP 
fittings to hold two beds together as one.

firmness  You can choose whether you would like your 
Hästens Proferia with a soft, medium, firm or extra firm spring 
system. Additional cost for different levels of firmness in each 

half of the bed. Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. Note 
that 160 cm beds with different levels of firmness may feel 
somewhat narrower on the softer side.

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens Proferia (incl. 
9 cm standard legs) is 60 cm, incl. BV 64 cm, incl. BJ 67 cm and 
incl. BJX or BJX Luxury 67 cm.

warranty  25 year written warranty against spring and 
frame breakage fromdelivery date.

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool 
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)

reVersibLe sPring 

mattress

8. Bolster fabric, partly upholstered in  
 cotton stretch fabric
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool
12. Genuine horsehair
13. cotton/wool
14.  Patented spring system, 15 cm high 

with reinforced corner springs and 
flax corner padding

15. cotton/wool
16. Genuine horsehair
17. cotton/wool
18. Genuine horsehair
19. cotton/wool
20. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)

base

21. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)
22. cotton/wool
23. Bonell spiral system, 8 cm high,   
 with firmer edge springs and flax  
 corner padding
24. Flax
25. Delta Bonell spiral system, 
 13 cm high 
26. Flax 
27.  16,8 cm high, strengthened wood 

frame of solid pine. cotton lining 
which prevents dust from enter-
ing the bed from below and makes 
the underside of the bed easy to 
vacuum
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Hästens Proferia

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement 
for different levels of firmness in each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). Applies 
to widths of 160 cm and upwards. 

round Proferia

reversible mattress

reversible mattress

reversible mattress

23PROFERIA    •

 Ø 245 cm

80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

Proferia + bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Proferia + bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Proferia + bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Proferia + bjx Luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4,6 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Proferia + bV

Proferia + bj

Proferia + bjx

Proferia + bjx Luxury

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203/91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

Proferia + bV

Proferia + bj

Proferia + bjx

Proferia + bjx Luxury



Auroria
How well did you sleep last night? Perhaps the best way of answer-
ing the question is remembering how you felt this morning as you 
awoke.

Inspired by the morning light, the all-new Hästens Auroria is de-
signed to give you truly beautiful mornings – whether you need to 
rush off to work or have the time to enjoy breakfast in bed.

So how, exactly, does Hästens Auroria improve your nights, and 
thus, your mornings? First of all, there’s the stable base, with a 
wood frame and a 13 cm bonell spring system providing the perfect 
foundation for comfort. 

Then, there’s the mattress. Featuring a 15 cm pocket spring system 
with a layer of genuine horsehair on each side, as well as several 
soft layers of premium cotton and wool, it gives you that elusive 
stability and comfort you’d be hard-pressed to find anywhere else. 
And, as an extra touch of elegance, the name and firmness of the 
bed are embroidered on top. The bed is built by hand, by highly 
skilled craftsmen, ensuring the highest quality. 

As in all our new continental beds, the wool and cotton in Hästens 
Auroria has been upgraded to an even higher quality, allowing you 
to enjoy a softer feeling and greater support than ever before. So if 
you’ve never owned a Hästens bed – now is the time. After all, we 
are now at the dawn of  a new era. 

An era we call Auroria.

24 •    aurorIa
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Hästens Auroria

sizes Hästens Auroria is available in standard sizes accord-
ing to the table. For sizes up to 210 wide and/or 220 long, the 
price is calculated based on the nearest size + 20%. For sizes in 
excess of this, contact your local retailer for a quote. Divided 
lower sections are available from size 150 cm. Use Hästens VIP 
fittings to hold two beds together as one.

firmness You can choose whether you would like your 
Hästens Auroria with a soft, medium, firm or extra firm spring 
system. Additional cost for different levels of firmness in each 
half of the bed. Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. Note 
that 160 cm beds with different levels of firmness may feel 
somewhat narrower on the softer side.

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens Auroria (incl. 9 
cm standard legs) is 57 cm, incl. BV 61 cm, incl. BJ 64 cm and incl. 
BJX or BJX Luxury 64 cm.

Legs Your choice of legs is included in the purchase price of 
the bed. Does not apply to Base legs.

warranty 25 year written warranty against spring and 
frame breakage fromdelivery date.

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool 
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)

reVersibLe sPring 

mattress

8. Bolster fabric, partly upholstered in  
 cotton stretch fabric
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool 
12.  Patented spring system, 15 cm high 

with reinforced corner springs and 
flax corner padding

13. cotton/wool 
14. Genuine horsehair
15. cotton/wool 1000
16. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)

base

17. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)
18. cotton/wool
19. Flax
20. Bonell spiral system, 13 cm high,  
 with firmer edge springs and flax  
 corner padding
21. Flax
22.  9.2 cm high, strengthened wood 

frame of solid pine. cotton lining 
which prevents dust from enter-
ing the bed from below and makes 
the underside of the bed easy to 
vacuum 

26 •    aurorIa



Hästens Auroria

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement for different levels of 
firmness in each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. 

reversible mattress

reversible mattress

reversible mattress

27AURORIA    •

80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

auroria + bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

auroria + bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

auroria + bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

auroria + bjx Luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4,6 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

auroria + bV

auroria + bj

auroria + bjx

auroria + bjx Luxury

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203/91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

auroria + bV

auroria + bj

auroria + bjx

auroria + bjx Luxury



Real luxury is never artificial. It comes from nature. And nature 
– well, it is the birthplace of Hästens Luxuria. Hästens Luxuria is 
one of our newest continental beds, designed to take your sleeping 
comfort and well-being to the next level – featuring, for instance, 
our unique, patented spring system. Built completely by hand, and 
hand-stuffed with durable horsehair and carefully selected natu-
ral materials, it’s not, however, just a bed to feel good in. It’s a bed 
to feel good about.

Hästens Luxuria could be your first step into the world of truly  
natural sleep (and trust us – you’ll never go back). When you  
choose a Hästens Luxuria, or any other Hästens bed for that  
matter, you can rest assured knowing that it’s completely free 
from all types of foam, rubber, polyurethane and latex. That’s  
because we only use the finest cotton, flax, and pure new wool in 
our beds. Natural materials that breathe – just like you – to keep 
you comfortable, to say the least, throughout the night.

With Hästens Luxuria, we proudly include a written warranty 
that covers spring or frame breakage for 25 years. Since all our beds 
must pass the extremely rigorous tests in our bed testing labora-
tory, we doubt anything would ever break. 

As far as we know, our tests are Sweden’s most comprehensive  
fatigue tests – and we can’t help but wonder if our test equipment 
will stand up as well as our beds. But if it doesn’t – that’s only  
natural.

Because natural lasts the longest.

Luxuria
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Hästens Luxuria

size Hästens Luxuria is available in standard sizes according 
to the table. For sizes up to 210 wide and/or 220 long, the price is 
calculated based on the nearest size + 20%. For sizes in excess 
of this, contact your local retailer for a quote. Divided lower  
sections are available from size 150 cm. Use Hästens VIP fittings 
to hold two beds together as one.

firmness You can choose whether you would like your 
Hästens Luxuria with a soft, medium, firm or extra firm spring 
system. Additional cost for different levels of firmness in each 
half of the bed. Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. Note 
that 160 cm beds with different levels of firmness may feel some 
what narrower on the softer side.

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens Luxuria (incl. 
16 cm standard legs) is 58 cm, incl. BV 62 cm, incl. BJ 65 cm and 
incl. BJX or BJX Luxury 65 cm.

Legs  Your choice of legs is included in the purchase price of 
the bed. Does not apply to Base legs.

warranty  25 year written warranty against spring and 
frame breakage from delivery date.

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool 
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)

reVersibLe sPring 

mattress

8. Bolster fabric, partly upholstered in  
 cotton stretch fabric
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool
12.  Patented spring system, 13 cm high 

with reinforced corner springs and 
flax corner padding

13. cotton/wool
14. Genuine horsehair
15. cotton/wool
16. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)

base

17. Bolster fabric (100% cotton)
18. cotton/wool
19. Bonell spiral system, 8 cm high,
 with firmer edge springs and flax  
 corner padding
20. Flax
21.  9.2 cm high, strengthened wood 

frame of solid pine. cotton lining 
which prevents dust from enter-
ing the bed from below and makes 
the underside of the bed easy to 
vacuum
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Hästens Luxuria

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement for different levels of 
firmness in each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. 

reversible mattress

reversible mattress

reversible mattress

31luxurIa    •

80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

Luxuria + bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Luxuria + bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Luxuria + bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Luxuria + bjx luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4,6 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Luxuria + bV

Luxuria + bj

Luxuria + bjx

Luxuria + bjx Luxury

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203/91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

Luxuria + bV

Luxuria + bj

Luxuria + bjx

Luxuria + bjx Luxury
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frame beds

frame beds    •

There are double patented spring systems inside of a Hästens 
frame bed. An upper spring system for surface softness and 
a lower Bonell spring system for deep support. In 2006, we 
launched a new upper patented spring system that is unique 
in the bed industry. And in 2009, we proudly launched 
a lower patented spring system: Hästens Delta-bonell, a 
unique new Bonell spring system.

This bed technology, based on more than 160 years of our 
unique bed building expertise, means that you can enjoy 
beds that are even more flexible and pressure-relieving than 
before. Your Hästens bed supports your body from head to 
toe and enables your blood to circulate through your body. 
Qualities that are important for your ability to deep sleep. 
And a good night’s sleep is extremely beneficial and one of 
the best ways to live a long and healthy life. Get ready to 
experience Hästens Superia II, Hästens Excel II and Hästens 
Marquis, all with double patented spring systems. Twice as 
good. 

a bed teCHnoLogy 
tHat makes you sLeeP better

Hästens Deltabonell represents a dramatic evolution for our 
frame beds. Thanks to its unique, more flexible construc-
tion, the spiral system has more space and more scope to 
move around. To be sure that these beds offer you extraor-
dinary comfort, we subject them to punishing tests in our 
lab. Tests that go far beyond standard requirements. And the 
results are unequivocal: the beds retain their spring depth 
and bottom spring properties. What’s more, Hästens frame 
beds are even better than before in terms of surface softness 
and flexibility. So go ahead and discover the true meaning 
of sleeping.
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As the name suggests, the Hästens Superia II is a frame bed 
that is superior to the rest. Superia II contains Hästens’ double 
patented spring systems. Just like any other component in a 
Hästens bed, the springs are a science in themselves, and are one 
of the most important parts of your bed. The springiness, dura-
bility and “softness” of the springs are key factors when it comes 
to how well you sleep at night and, in turn, how good you feel 
during the day. The newly-developed spring systems, combined 
with our comfortable natural materials, mean you can enjoy a 
bed that is even more exclusive, flexible and pressure-relieving 
than before. Quite simply, the Hästens Superia II offers a sleep-
ing experience on a whole new level.

a bed for Life

The external difference compared with other Hästens frame 
beds is the Superia II’s obvious extra height. The Superia II is 34 
cm high without legs, and with standard legs it is 50 cm high. 
The extra high construction, combined with Hästens’ patented 
Deltabonell and Hästens’ patented spring systems, makes the 
Superia II a supremely comfortable bed.

The superb craftsmanship and painstaking attention to detail is 
evident wherever you look at your Hästens bed: the well con-
structed bed frame, the sturdy, precise stitching of the fabric, 
the flexible stretch fabric on the top with the Hästens emblem 
woven in – details that work together to create a bed for life.
Thanks to the exclusive manufacturing process and the high 
quality materials, you get a bed that suits your body perfectly.  

round suPeria ii

Are you dreaming of something out of the ordinary? We are 
proud to present a round version of our most exclusive frame 
bed, the Superia II, with a full 245 cm diameter.

Superia II
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Hästens Superia II

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. upholstery (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. upholstery (100% cotton)

frame bed

8. upholstery (100% cotton)
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool 
12. Patented spring system, 15 cm high with firmer 
 edge springs and flax corner padding
13. Flax
14. Hästens Deltabonell system, 13 cm high
15. Flax
16. 16.8 cm high, reinforced wood frame of solid pine.
 cotton lining that prevents dust from entering the bed 
 from below and makes the underside of the bed easy 
 to vacuum

size   The Hästens Superia II is available in standard sizes   
according to the table. For sizes up to 210 cm wide and/or 220 
cm long, the price is calculated based on the nearest size + 20%. 
For special sizes, contact your retailer for a quote. Hästens Su-
peria II in split can be delivered with no additional charge in 
size 160, 180, 210, King Size and CA King.

firmness   You can order your Hästens Superia II with soft, 
medium, firm or extra firm springs. Additional cost for diffe-
rent firmness on one half of bed. Applies to widths of 160 cm 

and upwards. Please note that 160 cm beds with different levels 
of firmness on each side may appear narrower on the soft side.

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens Superia II (inc. 
standard 16 cm legs) is 50 cm, inc. BV 54 cm, inc. BJ 57 cm, and 
inc. BJX or BJX Luxury 57 cm.

warranty  25 year written warranty against spring and 
frame breakage from delivery date.
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Hästens Superia II

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement 
for different levels of firmness in each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). 
Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. 

round superia
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80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

superia ii + bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

superia ii + bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

superia ii + bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

superia ii + bjx Luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4,6 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

superia ii + bV

superia ii + bj

superia ii + bjx

superia ii + bjx Luxury

 Ø 245 cm

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203/91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

superia ii + bV

superia ii + bj

superia ii + bjx

superia ii + bjx Luxury



With the Hästens Excel II you can enjoy Hästens’ unique dou-
ble patented Swedish spring systems. The Excel II is wonder-
fully soft on the top and unbelievably flexible and comfortable, 
making it possible for you to obtain the best and deepest sleep 
shortly after laying down in it. The springs are mounted indi-
vidually in their own fabric pockets. The bottom spring sys-
tem has also been optimized to accommodate the new pocket 
springs.

suPreme sLeeP

The first-class, comfortable natural stuffing material of genu-
ine horsehair, pure new wool and cotton follows the contours 
of your body and allows air to circulate, which means you will 
always sleep at the proper temperature. The double patented 
spring systems, combined with the natural stuffing material, the 
double elastic stretch fabric and the solid, stable frame, means 
that you won’t even notice when your partner turns over in bed 
during the night.

a Long-term inVestment

The Excel II is built to last, and should maintain its comfort level 
throughout its entire life. Your Hästens bed takes care of you, 
adapts to suit your body, and actually grows more comfortable 
over the years. The flexible and resilient Hästens Deltabonell 
spring system provides excellent surface softness, and at the 
same time gives you outstanding deep support. The sturdy con-
struction contributes greatly to the bed’s long life span. A large 
number of spiral steel springs gives you that comfortable rest 
that Hästens beds are famous for. The soft and flexible springs 
at the top and the firmer springs below allow the bed to conform 
to the contours of your body. You get the support and pressure 
relief that your back and the rest of your body need to be able 
to sleep in a straight position. A Hästens bed is an investment 
that lasts. We give a 25 year written warranty against spring 
and frame breakage, but like other Hästens beds, the Excel II 
is meant to last for at least 25 years. This makes it a long-term 
investment in one of life’s most important necessities; A good 
night’s sleep.

Excel II
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Hästens Excel II

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. upholstery (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. upholstery (100% cotton)

frame bed

8. upholstery (100% cotton)
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool 
12. Patented spring system, 13 cm high with firmer  
 edge springs and flax corner padding
13. Flax
14. Hästens Deltabonell system, 13 cm high
15. Flax
16. 16.8 cm high, reinforced wood frame of solid pine.
 cotton lining that prevents dust from entering the bed 
 from below and makes the underside of the bed easy 
 to vacuum

size  The Hästens Excel II is available in standard sizes ac-
cording to the table. For sizes up to 210 cm wide and/or 220 cm 
long, the price is calculated based on the nearest size + 20%. 
For special sizes, contact your retailer for a quote. Hästens Ex-
cel II in split can be delivered at no additional charge in size 
160, 180, 210, King Size and CA King.

firmness   You can order your Hästens Excel II with soft, 
medium, firm or extra firm springs. Additional cost for diffe-
rent firmness on one half of bed. Applies to widths of 160 cm 

and upwards. Please note that 160 cm beds with different levels 
of firmness on each side may appear narrower on the soft side.

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens Excel II (inc. 
standard 16 cm legs) is 49 cm, inc. BV 53 cm, inc. BJ 56 cm, and 
inc. BJX or BJX Luxury 56 cm.

warranty  25 year written warranty against spring and 
frame breakage from delivery date.
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Hästens Excel II

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement for different levels of firmness in 

each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. 
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80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

excel ii+bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

excel ii+bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

excel ii+bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

excel ii+bjx Luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4,6 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

excel ii+bV

excel ii+ bj

excel ii+bjx

excel ii+bjx Luxury

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203/91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

excel ii+bV

excel ii+ bj

excel ii+bjx

excel ii+bjx Luxury



The comfortable Marquis is a completely natural bed. All Hästens 
beds have been built for generations according to the same phi-
losophy. Only nature’s finest materials and our own well proven 
craftsmanship are used in the manufacturing process. Hästens’ 
unique double patented spring systems give the Hästens Marquis 
wonderful flexibility and relieve pressure on the body by allowing 
it to sink deeper into the bed, while the springs hold and support the 
entire length of your body.

adVantages for your sound sLeeP

It is important that your bed enables you to fall asleep quickly. 
Natural materials have many advantages – including the ability 
to follow and relieve pressure from the body while at the same 
time allowing air to circulate around the body which helps 
lower the temperature, and helps you fall asleep faster. Helping 
you experience truly deep sleep. Genuine horsehair filling is 
one of the springiest and most elastic stuffing materials avail-
able, keeping your body at an ideal temperature. 

Wool works as the bed’s natural climate control unit. Since wool 
has the amazing ability to both warm and cool, you always stay 
at the right temperature. Cotton has all manner of fine qualities. 
You have probably noticed how much cooler you feel on a warm 
summer’s day when wearing a shirt or blouse made of cotton 
rather than one made from a synthetic material. This is due to 
cotton’s excellent ability to ventilate. In the right bed, you will 
get a dry, comfortable night’s sleep.

naturaL materiaLs – obViousLy

The Hästens Marquis contains cotton, wool and flax – all nat-
ural materials. Just like you. That’s why they feel comfortable 
against the body. From the day we made our very first mattress, 
natural materials have always been an obvious choice for us. 
And all the natural materials used in a Hästens bed are natu-
rally biodegradable. The bed can be recycled or safely returned 
to nature’s own natural cycle. Natural lasts longest!

Marquis
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Hästens Marquis

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. upholstery (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. upholstery (100% cotton)

frame bed

8. upholstery (100% cotton)
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool 
12.  Patented spring system, 13 cm high with firmer edge springs 

and flax corner padding
13. Flax
14. Hästens Deltabonell system, 6.7 cm high
15. Flax
16.  9.2 cm high, reinforced wood frame of solid pine. 

cotton lining that prevents dust from entering the bed from 
below and makes the underside of the bed easy to vacuum

size  The Hästens Marquis is available in standard sizes  
according to the table. For sizes up to 210 cm wide and/or 220 
cm long, the price is calculated based on the nearest size + 20%. 
For special sizes, contact your retailer for a quote. Hästens Mar-
quis in split can be delivered at no additional charge in size 160, 
180, 210, King Size and CA King.

firmness  You can order your Hästens Marquis with soft, 
medium, firm or extra firm springs. Additional cost for diffe-
rent firmness on one half of bed. Applies to widths of 160 cm  

and upwards. Please note that 160 cm beds with different levels 
of firmness on each side may appear narrower on the soft side.

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens Marquis (inc. 
standard 23 cm legs) is 49 cm, inc. BV 53 cm, inc. BJ 56 cm, and 
inc. BJX or BJX Luxury 56 cm.

warranty  25 year written warranty against spring and 
frame breakage from delivery date.
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Hästens Marquis

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement for different levels of 
firmness in each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. 
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80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

marquis+bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

marquis+bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

marquis+bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

marquis+bjx Luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4,6 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

marquis+bV

marquis+ bj

marquis+bjx

marquis+bjx Luxury

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203/91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

marquis+bV

marquis+ bj

marquis+bjx

marquis+bjx Luxury
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Just by looking at it, you can imagine that this is a bed 
to long for. A bed that offers you wonderful comfort and 
invites you to pleasure-filled sleep. Take a closer look – 
and you will discover even more. Hästens adjustable beds 
let you indulge yourself in extraordinary comfort not 
only when you sleep.

Comfortable and multi-functional – like nothing else in 
your home. Hästens’ adjustable beds offer many functions 
for creative moments, inspiration and innovative thinking 
as well as recovery for body and soul, rest, relaxation and 
massage. 

Selecting the adjustable Comfortable II gives you a delici-
ously comfortable adjustable bed, hand-filled with horse-
hair and padded with natural materials. After a good 
night’s sleep you can be in position for the morning paper 
and breakfast in bed with a single press on the controller. 

The latest addition to Hästens adjustable beds family 
is a new innovation to bring sleep and wellbeing to new 
heights. Hästens Lenoria is a continental bed with special 
features that give you even more than the revitalizing 
sleep that Hästens beds are loved for. 

adjustabLe beds
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Hästens Lenoria is an exclusive continental bed with special 
features, developed from Hästens’ most comfortable continental 
beds. With the Hästens Lenoria you can enjoy not only a great 
sleeping experience, but also other forms of relaxation.

one touCH to deeP sLeeP

With the simple press of a button you can raise the head of the 
bed to read, meditate or just relax. Press another button and the 
foot of the bed rises until you are in the perfect resting position. 
A button touch later, you can fall asleep in your bed’s extended 
position and enjoy the beauty of deep sleep. 

Hästens Lenoria is equipped with the wallhugger feature, a  
sliding back mechanism which makes the bed maintain  
continous distance from the wall when you adjust the position. 
In addition to the purely esthetic advantages of this design, 
you also get benefits such as always keeping your bedside table 
within easy reach. And what’s more, if you have a split bed, you 
can maintain eye contact with your partner.

traditionaL CraftsmansHiP ProVides 
tHe best sLeeP

Since the mid 19th century, Hästens has maintained the  
traditions of master craftsmanship and proudly handed these 
traditions down to each new generation of bed builders. Every 
day we continue our legacy, the passion of our art: the hand-
made craftsmanship of creating the most luxurious bed and 
sleep experience in the world.

PersonaL CHoiCe

The Hästens Lenoria includes a chassis where you can choose 
one of three optional frame packages. Exclusive oak edging with 
four-edge legs in oak. Stylish white edging with round white 
legs. Classic black edging with round black legs. Perfect for those 
who appreciate the finer details in the bedroom.

Lenoria
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Hästens Lenoria
size The Hästens Lenoria is available in sizes according to 
the table on the right. For sizes up to 210 cm wide and/or 220 
cm long, the price is calculated based on the next larger size + 
20%. For special sizes, contact Hästens for a quote. Width sizes 
smaller than 90 cm and Lengths shorter than 190 cm are not av-
ailable. Width sizes up to 169 cm will be delivered as one lower 
section. The Hästens Lenoria in widths of 170 cm and wider is 
delivered with a divided lower section.

firmness  You can order your Hästens Lenoria with soft, 
medium, firm or extra firm springs. For widths of 170 cm and 
wider you can choose different levels of firmness for each half 
of the bed. Please note that 170 cm beds with different levels of 
firmness on each side may appear narrower on the soft side.

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens Lenoria from 
the floor without a top mattress is 66 cm, incl. BV 70 cm, 
 incl. BJ 73 cm, and incl. BJX or BJX Luxury 73 cm.

otHer Wireless remote control included. Bluetooth control 
of the motor with Android Mobile. You can choose between 
frame in oak, white or black.

warranty 25 year warranty against spring and frame   
breakage from delivery date. 5 year warranty on motors, cables 
and remote.

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. upholstery (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. upholstery (100% cotton)

reVersibLe sPring 
mattress

8. Partly upholstered in cotton stretch  
 fabric, 100% cotton
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool
12. Genuine horsehair
13. cotton/wool
14.  Patented spring system, 15 cm high, 

individually sprung with firmer springs 
around the edges and reinforced 
corner springs.

15. cotton/wool
16. Genuine horsehair
17. cotton/wool
18. Genuine horsehair

19. cotton/wool
20. Partly upholstered in cotton stretch  
 fabric, 100% cotton

Lower seCtion
21. upholstery (100% cotton)
22. cotton/wool
23. Flax
24.  Bonell spring system, 13 cm high. 

made in 4 sections for greater 
 flexibility.
25. Flax
26. Plywood
27.  cotton lining that prevents dust from 

entering the bed from below and 
makes the underside of the bed easy 
to vacuum.

28. Frame
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Hästens Lenoria

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement for different levels of 
firmness in each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). Applies to widths of 160 cm and upwards. 
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90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

Lenoria + bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Lenoria + bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Lenoria + bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Lenoria + bjx Luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Hästens Lenoria + bV

Hästens Lenoria + bj

Hästens Lenoria + bjx

Lenoria + bjx Luxury

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

Hästens Lenoria + bV

Hästens Lenoria + bj

Hästens Lenoria + bjx

Lenoria + bjx Luxury



Enjoy decades of sleeping, comfort, innovation, dreaming, 
eating breakfast, or whatever you choose to do in bed. With 
Hästens Comfortable II you can change the position of the bed 
as often as you like.

a PLaCe for PLeasure 
After a good night’s restorative deep sleep, you can change the 
bed’s position with a touch of a button for breakfast in bed and 
reading the morning paper. Relax for a while after work, set 
the head and foot of the bed to your favorite position, plan the 
trip of a lifetime, read up on your interests, or enjoy a late-night 
snack. Hästens Comfortable II is a place for pleasure.

teCHnoLogy meets CraftsmansHiP

Just like all other Hästens beds, the Hästens Comfortable II con-
tains Hästens’ patented spring system, which – combined with 
natural stuffing materials – makes your bed wonderfully soft, 
comfortable and pressure-relieving. The patented spring system 
means that each spring can move more independently of the 
others, creating the most pliable and flexible bed.

PersonaL CHoiCe

The Hästens Comfortable II includes a chassis with black edging 
as standard. You can also choose an edging in either mahogany 
or oak. Perfect for those who appreciate the finer details in the 
bedroom.

Comfortable II
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Hästens Comfortable II
size The Hästens Comfortable II is available in standard sizes 
according to the table. For sizes up to 210 cm wide and/or 220 
cm long, the price is calculated based on the next larger size 
+ 20%. For special sizes, contact Hästens for a quote. Lengths 
shorter than 200 cm are not recommended for an adjustable 
bed. The Hästens Comfortable II in widths of 160 cm and wider 
is delivered with a divided lower section.

firmness You can order your Hästens Comfortable II with 
soft, medium, firm or extra firm springs. For widths of 160 cm 
and wider you can choose different levels of firmness in each 
half of the bed. Please note that 160 cm beds with different levels 
of firmness on each side may appear narrower on the soft side. 

HeigHt (aPProx.) The height of a Hästens Comfortable II 
is 60 cm, incl. BV 64 cm, incl. BJ 67 cm, and incl. BJX or BJX 
Luxury 67 cm.

otHer You can choose a black chassis or a chassis with ed-
ging in oak or mahogany veneer. 

warranty 25 year written warranty against spring and 
frame breakage from delivery date. 5 year warranty on motors, 
cables and remote.

bjx Luxury toP mattress 

1. upholstery (100% cotton)
2. cotton/wool
3. Genuine horsehair
4. cotton/wool
5. Genuine horsehair
6. cotton/wool
7. upholstery (100% cotton)

reVersibLe sPring mattress

8. Partly upholstered in cotton stretch  
 fabric, 100% cotton
9. cotton/wool
10. Genuine horsehair
11. cotton/wool
12.  Patented spring system, 13 cm high, 

individually sprung with firmer springs 
around the edges, stabilisers, andrein-
forced corner springs

13. cotton/wool
14. Genuine horsehair
15. cotton/wool
16. Partly upholstered in cotton stretch  
 fabric, 100% cotton

Lower seCtion

17. upholstery (100% cotton)
18. cotton/wool
19. Flax
20.  Bonell spring system, 13 cm high,with 

firmer edge springs and flax corner 
 padding. made in 4 sections for 
 greater flexibility
21. Flax
22. Plywood
23.  cotton lining that prevents dust from 

entering the bed from below and 
 makes the underside of the bed easy 
 to vacuum
24. chassis
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Hästens Comfortable II

For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + a 20% supplement for “extra”. Supplement for different 
levels of firmness in each half of the bed: 250 (EUR), 220 (GBP), 375 (ASIA USD), 310 (CAD),  2155 (ZAR). Applies to widths of 160 cm and 
upwards. 

55comfortable II    •

80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

Comfortable ii + bV 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Comfortable ii + bj 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Comfortable ii + bjx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

Comfortable ii + bjx Luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Hästens Comfortable ii + bV

Hästens Comfortable ii + bj

Hästens Comfortable ii + bjx

Comfortable ii + bjx Luxury

us twin xL full queen king Ca-king

96,5x203 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

Hästens Comfortable ii + bV

Hästens Comfortable ii + bj

Hästens Comfortable ii + bjx

Comfortable ii + bjx Luxury



This is the ultimate perfection, the result of our legacy of expertise and passion 
for the art of craftsmanship. This is the bed of our dreams. Nobody before in the 
history of mankind ever slept in a bed like this. Only a privileged few ever will.

The remarkable story 
of Hästens Vividus

56 •    VIVIdus



The remarkable story 
of Hästens Vividus

57VIVIDUS    •



Some people call Vividus the most expensive bed in the world. 
We didn’t mean to make it expensive. There is just no way for us 
to make it inexpensive. You might wonder who would spend this 
much on a bed. Most people would not or could not. Maybe you 
are one of the select few that can and will when you know what 
you achieve. 

 Hästens Vividus is the
 pinnacle of 160 years of 
 handmade craftsmanship.
 
 
We set out on a quest simply to build the most extremely per-
fected and luxurious bed in the world. We gathered the most 
valuable insights from our 160 years of expertise of handmade 
craftsmanship. We sought out the world’s best knowledge of what 
creates comfort and by far the best sleep for the human body. We  
searched the planet for the very finest natural materials. Then 
we put it all in the hands of our most skillful and experienced 
craftsmen. Everything should be done exclusively by hand using 
nothing but nature’s own materials. From this comprehensive pro-
cess emerged Hästens Vividus. It is obviously expensive. But price 
is one thing. Value is something else. And the fact that we can 
make this bed justifies every other bed we make. The knowledge 
we have gained by creating Vividus, we build into all our beds. 

Vividus

58 •    VIVIdus



MILJÖMÄRKT

331 013

Färg
Europaskalan
100%gul
90% cyan

sizes 
Vividus can be ordered in any size. For split base, split mattress or 
sizes other than 210x210 cm, please contact your Hästens store for 
a quote.

firmness 
You can order your Vividus with soft, medium or firm springs.

CoLour 
Vividus is available in any colour – see page 68.

HeigHt (aPProx.) 
The Vividus is 63 cm high, with top mattress 70 cm.

warranty 
25 year written warranty against spring and frame breakage from 
delivery date.

59VIVIdus    •



60 •    BED ACCESSORIES

Bed Accessories
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It’s a shame to dress it up. 
But if you insist...
Because each Hästens bed is built individually, you can design your bed the way you want it. Do you 
think that Hästens beds are only available in classic blue check? Then think again. We have many 
fabrics to choose from. Do you want your Hästens bed to blend in with your home or do you want it 
to stand out? You decide. And when it comes to accessories, we offer just about everything you can  
imagine in the line of bed linen, down, quilts and pillows, headboards, legs, bath robes, and much 
more. All with the Hästens insignia. You have a personality, and so should your bed.

BED ACCESSORIES    •



hästens Bv

hästens BJ

hästens BJX

hästens BJX
luxury
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hästens Bv

hästens BJ

hästens BJX

hästens BJX
luxury

63TOP MATTRESSES    •

Sizes  For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + 20% additional.

Color  Choose from the colors on page 68.

Height  The height of a BV approx. 4 cm and BJ, BJX and BJX luxury approx. 7 cm. 

Hästens top mattresses

80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

hästens Bv 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

hästens BJ 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

hästens BJX 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

hästens BJX luxury 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

uk 3 ft 4 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Bv

BJ

BJX

BJX luxury

us Twin Xl Full Queen king cA-king round

96,5x203 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

Bv

BJ

BJX

BJX luxury



64 •    TM 4 AnD TM 8



65TM 4 AnD TM 8    •

Sizes  For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + 20% additional.

Colour  Choose from the colours on page 68.

Height  The height of a TM4 is approx. 4 cm and the TM8 is approx. 8 cm. 

TM 4 and TM 8 

80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

TM8 A-lyx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

TM8 J 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

80 cm 90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

TM4 A-lyx 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

TM4 J 200 cm

210 cm

220 cm
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Solid birch, 4 pc.
Natural.
Ø 6 cm

Solid birch, 4 pc.
Black.
Ø 6 cm

Solid birch, 4 pc.
Cherry.
Ø 6 cm

Solid birch, 4 pc.
White.
Ø 6 cm

Solid Mahogany, 4 pc.
Ø 6 cm

Oiled beech, 4 pc.
Ø 6 cm

Hästens Legs

Stained  beech, 4 pc.
Designed by Thomas Eriksson.

5,3x5,3 cm

Oiled oak, 4 pc.
Designed by Thomas Eriksson.

5,3x5,3 cm

Protective aluminium foot, Stained beech, 4 pc.
Designed by Thomas Eriksson.

5,3x5,3 cm

Protective aluminium foot, Oiled oak, 4 pc.
Designed by Thomas Eriksson.

5,3x5,3 cm

Stained beech, 4 pc.
Designed by Thomas Eriksson.

Ø 8,3 cm

Oiled oak, 4 pc.
Designed by Thomas Eriksson.

Ø 8,3 cm

•    lEgS

häsTens sTAndArd leg häsTens Four-edge leg

häsTens TruMPeT leg
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Hästens Legs

lEgS    •

standard leg

Solid birch, 4 pc (Natural, Black, Cherry, White)

Solid mahogany, 4 pc. 

Oiled beech, 4 pch 

Four-edge leg 

4 pc. stained beech 

4 pc. oiled oak 

Protective aluminium foot, 4 pc. stained beech 

Protective aluminium foot, 4 pc.  oiled oak

Trumpet leg 

4 pc. stained beech 

4 pc. oiled oak

Height  please note that the legs are 2 cm higher uninstalled. the legs are inserted 2 cm into  
 the underside of the bed, which means that the indicated height is correct after the  
 legs have been installed.

Hästens VIP fitting

The Hästens VIP fitting is an ingenious little gadget that you can use if you want to join two single beds to prevent them  
from sliding apart. The fitting is easy to attach and remove without tools.
 
VIP fitting for continental/frame beds: 
The fitting holds together two single beds making them into a full-size double bed. If one of the beds is lifted 
(for example, for cleaning) the fitting automatically releases. Hästens VIP fitting has received top marks from 
professional users, such as hotels. The fitting can be installed and uninstalled as many times as you like.
 
VIP fitting for adjustable beds. 
The fitting holds together two single beds making them into a full-size double bed. 

viP fitting: 

Continental/Frame beds 

Adjustable beds

9 cm 16 cm 23 cm 30 cm
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Colorful feelings
Hästens beds are associated with the iconic checked fabric. The classic Hästens check is 
woven fabric of 100 percent cotton of the highest quality. This dense, lustrous fabric is 
woven with twined cotton. There are no fewer than 45 threads per square centimeter (290 
threads per square inch) in this fabric. Besides our classic blue check, there are twenty 
other colours you can sleep tight in.

•    COlORS

 Graphite Gray check Lime check Light Blue check Black check

 Silver check Heather check Wine Red check Solid Brown

 S12 Yellow check Green check Yonder Blue check

 Gray check White check* Solid Black Natural check

 Solid Sand Chocolate check Red check Solid Navy

* Only available with Lenoria, 2000T II and Vividus.
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70 •    DOWn

The pillows and duvets also play an important role in your sound sleep. 
To make sure that not only your body but also your head gets the right 
kind of rest, only pure down and feathers are good enough for us. Nothing 
synthetic here either, just pure natural down and feathers from geese and 
ducks. Down is nature’s own filling material, tried and tested for millions 
of years. It insulates and holds warmth from your body, and at the same 
time allows moisture to evaporate. 

Down
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Hästens Anatomical Sleeping Pillow
inc 2 pressure relieving cylinders and 
bluechecked pillowcase. 
15% goose down (85% goose feathers). 
fabric 100% cotton, white. 50x60 cm.

Hästens Pillow case for Anatomical Sleeping Pillow
Specially sewn for easy switch of relief cylinders. 50x60 cm.
fabric 100% cotton, white. 
Original, Satin 400, Satin Check.

Hästens Travel Pillow
Ideal for travelling. 39x29/58 cm (85 g). 100% duck down. 
fabric 100% cotton.
Blue check and white down safe fabric. 
Designed by jack Ryde.

Hästens Pillows

Hästens Anatomical Sleeping Pillow is made with attention to quality, design and naprapathic knowledge. At first it looks like 
any ordinary pillow, but inside is a detachable cylinder that relieves pressure and supports the neck. The cylinder is available 
in different firmness levels to suit the needs of each individual.

•    PIllOWS

Anatomical sleeping pillow

case for anatomical pillow

Travel pillow

 eur
50x60 cm

original satin 400 satin check

39x29x58 cm
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74 •    SATIn COllECTIOn

sATin collecTion



75SATIn COllECTIOn     •

Feel the true experience of luxury when laying in the Hästens Satin linen collection.
Our Satin collection is produced using the only finest cotton. The technique used when woven 
places four threads over one obtaining a soft, lightweight linen with a distinguishing sheen. 
And the lavish feel will guarantee to take your dreams to a higher level.
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Hästens Satin Collection

White

White

White grey  Sand Silver  Blue

HäSTenS SATIn CHeCK - egyPTIAn CoTTon

HäSTenS SATIn 400 - egyPTIAn CoTTon

HäSTenS SATIn PuRe*

•    SATIn COllECTIOn

* Hästens Satin Pure can be 
  ordered custom made.
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Hästens Satin 400 

Hästens Satin Collection

Satin Pure

Hästens Satin Check

SATIn COllECTIOn     •

hästens satin check Pillow case

hästens satin check duvet cover

hästens satin 400 Pillow case with flap

hästens satin 400 Pillow case

hästens satin 400 duvet cover

hästens satin 400 Bottom sheet

hästens satin 400 Fitted sheets

Pillowcases

duvet covers

Flat sheet

Fitted sheet

40 x 80 cm 50 x 60 cm 50 x 75 cm 50 x 90 cm 60 x 80 cm

135 x 200 cm 155 x 220 cm 240 x 220 cm 240 x 230 cm 240 x 275 cm 260 x 220cm 275 x 240 cm

170 x 280 cm 240 x 280 cm 240 x 300 cm 280 x 280 cm 290 x 300 cm

40 x 80 cm 50 x 60 cm 50 x 75 cm 50 x 90 cm 60 x 80 cm

135 x 200 cm 155 x 220 cm 180 x 220 cm 240 x 220 cm

240 x 230 cm 240 x  275 cm 260 x 220 cm 275 x 240 cm

40 x 80 cm 50 x 60 cm 50 x 75 cm 50 x 90 cm 60 x 80 cm

135 x 200 155 x 220 240 x 220 240 x 230 240 x 275 260 x 220 275 x 240

90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

152x203 183x213 193x203 

eur

90x200 90x210 105x200 105x210 180x200 180x210 210x200 210x210

us 152 x 203 cm us 193 x 203 cm us 183 x 213 cm  uk 150 x 200 cm uk 200 x 200 cm

170 x 280 cm 240 x 280 cm 240 x 300 cm 280 x 280 cm 290 x 300 cm



78 •   ORIgInAl COllECTIOn

originAl collecTion



79ORIgInAl COllECTIOn     •

Make the most of your Hästens experiences by tucking down in our Original linen Collection. 
Made out of 100% cotton and woven to attain great softness, the linens timeless design will 
complement your Hästens bed, whichever of the 21 colors you decide to sleep in.
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HäSTenS oRIgInAl Pillow case + Duvet cover

HäSTenS RIPS Pillow case + Duvet cover

Silver Blue  grey  Red

White

Hästens Original collection

•    ORIgInAl COllECTIOn

Black light blue Chocolate
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Hästens Original

Hästens Original collection

ORIgInAl COllECTIOn    •

Hästens Rips

hästens original Pillow case

100% cotton poplin with woven pattern.

hästens original duvet cover

100% cotton poplin with woven pattern.

hästens rips Pillow case with flap

100% cotton poplin.

hästens rips duvet cover

100% cotton poplin.

Fitted sheets
100% cotton poplin.

eur

40x80 cm 50x60  cm 50x75 cm 50x90 cm 60x80 cm

135x200 cm 155x220 cm 240x220 cm

240x230 cm 240x275 cm 260x220 cm 275x240 cm

135x200 cm 155x220 cm 240x220 cm 240x230 cm 240x275 cm

40x80 cm 50x60 cm 50x75 cm 50x90 cm 60x80 cm

90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

3ft. 4.6ft 5ft 6.6ft 7ft.

90x190 135x190 150x200 200x200 215x215

89 115 129 155 165

152x203 183x213 193x203 ø245
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Hästens bed skirts

•    BED SkIRTS

Canv. White Canv. Brown Canv. navy Blue Silver

uk

Hästens Bed skirt Straight, Canvas

Hästens Bed skirt Straight, Checked

Hästens Bed skirt Box Pleats, Canvas

Hästens Bed skirt Box Pleats, Checked

us

Hästens Bed skirt Straight, Canvas

Hästens Bed skirt Straight, Checked

Hästens Bed skirt Box Pleats, Canvas

Hästens Bed skirt Box Pleats, Checked

hästens Bed skirt Box Pleats
Canvas
Navy, white or brown.

hästens Bed skirt Box Pleats
Checked
Bue check or silver check.

hästens Bed skirt straight
Canvas
Navy, white or brown.

hästens Bed skirt straight
Checked
Bue check or silver check.

Available in four different heights:
34 cm, fits the Hästens Superia II, Excel II and Marquis (incl. standard legs). 
42 cm, fits the Hästens Proferia, Auroria and Luxuria (incl. standard legs). 
52 cm, fits the Hästens 2000T II (incl. standard legs).
54 cm, fits the Hästens Lenoria and Comfortable II.

Available in four different heights:
45 cm, fits the Hästens Superia II, Excel II and Marquis (incl. standard legs). 
48 cm, fits the Hästens Proferia, Auroria and Luxuria (incl. standard legs). 
58 cm, fits the Hästens 2000T II (incl. standard legs). 
54 cm, fits the Hästens Lenoria and Comfortable II.

90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

eur

3 ft 4 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Twin Xl Full Queen king cA-king

96,5x203/91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm
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Hästens mattress cover

Sizes  For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the  
 next larger size + 20%.

Info  The mattress cover is a practical accessory for the bedroom that  
 protects the mattress. It is placed over the mattress and serves as  
 a protective surface beneath the sheet. Four elastic corner bands  
 hold the cover in place.

Hästens Mattress cover - 100% cotton terry cloth

hästens Mattress 
cover
100% cotton terry cloth

uk
hästens Mattress cover
100% cotton terry cloth

us
hästens Mattress cover
100% cotton terry cloth

80/90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

3 ft 4 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Twin Xl Full Queen king cA-king

91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

eur
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Hästens mattress cover

Sizes  For custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the  
 next larger size + 20%.

Info  The mattress cover is a practical accessory for the bedroom that  
 protects the mattress. It is placed over the mattress and serves as  
 a protective surface beneath the sheet. Four elastic corner bands  
 hold the cover in place.

Hästens Mattress cover - Quilted cotton

hästens Mattress 
cover
Quilted cotton

uk
hästens Mattress cover
Quilted cotton

us
hästens Mattress cover
Quilted cotton

80/90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

200 cm

210 cm

220 cm

3 ft 4 ft 5 ft 5,3 ft 6 ft 6,6 ft 7 ft

90x190 cm 135x190 cm 150x200 cm 160x200 cm 180x200 cm 200x200 cm 215x215 cm

Twin Xl Full Queen king cA-king

91x213 cm 137x190 cm 152x203 cm 193x203 cm 183x213 cm

eur
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Hästens headboards

Hästens Harmoni

Blue yonder Blue light Blue Silver grey Chocolate Black Red

yellow natural green lime heather graphite Wine red

navy Sand Brown White Black S12

Canv. White Canv. Brown Canv. navyWool nougat   Wool grey

Fabric  Choose between the following fabrics:
 Fabric A: Hästens checked fabrics and Hästens S12.
 Fabric B: Hästens Wool Fabric.
 Fabric C: Hästens Canvas.
 Fabric E: Customer’s own fabrics.

Mounting  Hästens Harmoni can be mounted either to the bed or to the wall.  
 Hästens recommend mounting on wall.

design  Jack Ryde.

•    hEADBOARDS

hästens

harmoni headboard low

d. 5 cm, h. 95 cm

hästens

harmoni headboard high

d. 5 cm, h. 125 cm

Fabric category A

Fabric category b Fabric category C

90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

4.6 ft Full Queen king cA-king 6.6 ft

135 cm 137 cm 152 cm 183 cm 193 cm 200 cm

90 cm 105 cm 120 cm 140 cm 160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

4.6 ft Full Queen king cA-king 6.6 ft

135 cm 137 cm 152 cm 183 cm 193 cm 200 cm

eur
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Hästens headboards

Hästens David

Fabric  Choose between the following fabrics:
 Fabric A: Hästens checked fabrics and Hästens S12.
 Fabric B: Hästens Wool Fabric.
 Fabric C: Hästens Canvas.
 Fabric E: Customer’s own fabrics. 

mounting  Hästens David can be mounted either to the bed or to the wall. 
 Hästens recommend mounting on wall.

design  Thomas Eriksson. 

hEADBOARDS    •

hästens

david headboard low

d. 15 cm, h. 95 cm

hästens

david headboard high

d. 15 cm, h. 125 cm

Blue yonder Blue light Blue Silver grey Chocolate Black Red

yellow natural green lime heather graphite Wine red

navy Sand Brown White Black S12

Canv. White Canv. Brown Canv. navyWool nougat   Wool grey

Fabric category A

Fabric category b Fabric category C

eur

160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

4,6 ft Full 5 ft queen cA king king  6.6 ft

135 cm 137 cm 150 cm 152 cm 183 cm 193 cm 200 cm

160 cm 180 cm 210 cm

4,6 ft Full 5 ft queen CA King King  6.6 ft

135 cm 137 cm 150 cm 152 cm 183 cm 193 cm 200 cm
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PersonAl Accessories

•    ACCESSORIES
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It’s the small details that bring out the most memorable experiences. As we consider the best sleep
a necessity and a way of life, why not make the most of it by complementing your Hästens 
experience with matching accessories. Towels, bathrobes, pyjamas or down socks are all made 
out of 100% natural material and will remind you, even when you’re not in bed, how well you 
really do sleep at night.

ACCESSORIES    •
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Hästens Personal Accessories

•    häSTEnS PERSOnAl ACCESSORIES

Hästens blue Check Pyjamas 
Available in XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL and 
XXL. Cotton

Hästens bathrobe, blue 
Available in S, M, L, XL and XXL.
Cotton terry cloth, double cut, high 
Swedish quality

Hästens Rips bathrobe
Available in S, M, L, XL and XXL.
Cotton poplin, white
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Hästens Personal Accessories

häSTEnS PERSOnAl ACCESSORIES    •

Bathrobe, blue check

Bathrobe rips. s, M, l, Xl and XXl

Pyjamas blue check

hästens hammock

Hästens Bathrobes and Pyjamases

Daytime experience

Imaging yourself in a Hästens Hammock under a blue sky, listening to the birds singing 
and enjoying the sun’s warming rays and the light summer breeze. With a great book you 
can let your thoughts wander off to discover antoher world, far away from everyday life. 
Pure pleasure for your body and soul.

hästens hammock
210x140 cm.

Made in Hästens classical blue check fabric.
100% cotton.

eur
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Hästens Personal Accessories

•    häSTEnS PERSOnAl ACCESSORIES

hästens night cap
100% cotton, blue 
check.

down slippery boots
filled with 75% white down and 25% 
sea bird feathers. fabric 100% cotton. 
Blue check ribbon. One size.

hästens Wheat pillow
Cotton fabric pillow, filled with wheat. 20x50 cm.
May be used warm or cold.

hästens eye pillow
Cotton fabric pillow, filled with wheat. 20x10 cm.
May be used warm or cold.

hästens lavender bag
Cotton fabric bag, filled with lavender. 10x10 cm.

hästens Bath Towel
Blue check. 100x150 cm.
100% cotton terry cloth, double cut.
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Hästens Personal Accessories

häSTEnS PERSOnAl ACCESSORIES    •

Bath towel

Down slipper boots, one size 

Night cap

Hästens Wheat pillow

Hästens Eye pillow

Hästens Lavender bag 

hästens fabric, price per running meter:

Hästens Ticking fabric, W 234

Hästens Canvas. , W 160

Hästens Sheeting Check, W 240

Hästens Wool fabric, W 150

eur



94 •    fOR ThE kIDS

For The kids
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It’s not only adults that should enjoy the benefits of a memorable sleep experience. Also children 
benefit from a comfortable start, morning after morning. Therefore Hästens offers a line of acces-
sories for the little ones as well. Because what can be better than natural and breathable materials, 
like down and cotton, close to their delicate skin.
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For the kids

•   fOR ThE kIDS

Hästens bV 
cotton top mattress
H. cm 2,5

Hästens bJX
horsehair top mattress
(A-luxury horsehair and cotton)
H. cm 2,5

Hästens mattress cover
100% cotton terry cloth, 
quilted cotton

Hästens Children’s pillow 
Over 90% white Northern European 
goose down.  
Line Luxury fabric in 100% cotton 

Hästens Children’s duvet
Over 90% white Northern European, 
goose down. Line Luxury fabric in 
100% cotton

Hästens Thick
cotton mattress
Edge height 4 cm

Hästens Thick
horsehair mattress
(A-luxury horsehair and cotton)
Edge height 4 cm
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sizes  for custom lengths or widths, the price is set according to the next larger size + 20%. 

info  Hästens children’s cotton or genuine horsehair mattresses are wonderful to rest on. they absorb the child’s body heat and moisture and  
 allow natural ventilation. Horsehair mattresses are naturally springy with excellent elasticity. the horsehair wicks moisture away,  
 preventing condensation. the mattresses can be used separately or in combination with a thick mattress underneath. four corner bands  
 hold the Hästens children’s mattress cover in place. the children’s mattress cover is machine washable at 60°c.

fOR ThE kIDS    •

For the kids

hästens Bv - cotton top mattress

hästens BJX - horsehair top mattress

hästens Thick - cotton mattress

hästens Thick horsehair mattress

hästens Mattress cover

100% cotton terry cloth

hästens Mattress cover

quilted cotton

hästens children’s pillow

hästens children’s duvet

For stroller

40x80 cm

For cot

60 x 120 cm

us standard

73 x 134 cm

For stroller

40x80 cm

For cot

60 x 120 cm

us standard

73 x 134 cm

For stroller

25x35 cm

35 g

For cot

35x55 cm

75 g

55x70 cm

2x3 squares

80 g

100x130 cm

3x4 squares

210 g

eur
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For the kids

•    fOR ThE kIDS

For stroller

25x35 cm

For cot

35x55 cm

55x70 cm 100x130 cm

hästens original Pillow case

Blue check, 100% cotton

hästens original duvet cover

Blue check, 100% cotton

eur



Welcome to the community of the well rested



Do you?

Hästens sängar, Box 130, SE-731 23, Sweden, Tel +46 (0)221-274 00

hastens.com


